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BACK
SELL SCHOOL. GRAFT CHARGED
FEDERAL COURT 'SENTENCE
FREE ALCOHOL HANDTHE
$3,000 COMES TO CLOSE
BUILDING
PRISONERS

;BILL

PASSES

THE

HOUSE

CALD WELL AND HOLT AGREE SEVENTEEN
INDICTMENTS
TO GET $22,000 FOR
RETURNED" RY THE GRAND

COUNCIL GAVE SECOND PASSAGE TO THIS RESOLUTION.

AT YESTERDAY'S SESSION.

2.ALTR EVAN3 LEFT
.7‘.77.DC:7
YESTERDAY FOR CHI-

Must Be Denatured With Poison to
Prevent

Its

Use

For

Drinking.

Final Adoption by the Lower Board
Given Resolution Confirming
Employment of Engineer
Alvord.

DGE
DO

W. M. REED
THIS

WIL

MORNING.

CAGO.

a' Al BUFFALO.

FRIDAY
Special Meeting of the Board of Education Will be Held Tomorrow Night.*
Collector Accused of Stealing

••

Tomorrow evening at the WashConvicted
Atlanta, Yestaday All Those
chase of Cemetery.
ington building on Wiest Broadway,
3
Jail—
Wire Vaccinated at the
Ga., Prison Yesterday to Serve
the school trustees will hold a called
session for purpose of hearing the
Grand jury in Session.
One Year.
report from the special committee
Washington, April 17.—This was
that was chosen to confer with R.
Buffalo, N. Y., Ageeil 17.—Fred 0.
the house and
''suspension day"
G. Caldwell and James Holt, the real Murray, recently appiStoted collector
measures
a number of imp rtant
estate dealers, about selling the oi the port of Buffalo "and former
ecere passed, notable among them
Judge W. M. Reed yesterday said
school
building at Fifth and Ken- t.easurer of Erie countY„... was inYesterday
morning
judge
Walter
being the bill permitting the withthet Friday he would pass sentence tucky
avenue. The special gathering dieted by the grand jittry
EvatiS
finished
everything
in
the
free,
of
tex
on a
drawal from bond,
ups those prisoners convicted dur- is held at instance of
this committee
federal court here, and brought the
aotnestic alcohol when rendered uning the late criminal term of the which desires to submit the report. charge of stealing from the county
term to a close. He left at 9:30 court. Ile will have to sentence
of Erie sums aggregatin4 t$38,87o,
fit for. beverage or liquid medicinal
The report shows that Caldwell & and
o'clock for Chicago on business, be- only -a
receiving stolen propel., in a
uses b1 mixture. with suitable defew, because as the term Holt agree to sell the building for
fore returning to his home in Louiseaturaig sataterials; the bill amendwent along and accused convicted, $2a,5oo, the trustees to get all of this i•ke amount. In all seventalgu inville. At noon Marshal George
ing the ngtional trademark law; and
he; Would sentence them when he except $soo, which the dealers want dictments were handed in by the
Long, the district attorney and est. ti few moments to spare.
the bill forbidding the importatioe
as a commission for negotiating com- grand jury, which has ben in,vestiothers left for Louisville,
gating alleged graft in connetition
ne carriage in interstate commerce
Yehterday all the parties convicted pletely the deal.
Deputy U. S. Marshal Blades left end who will be taken off to the
of falsely stamped artcles, of. gold.
Other real estate men have mule with the purchase by the county est
yesterday afternoon for Atlanta, Ga.. penitentiary, were vaccinated at the proposition., also to the committee, the North-street cemetery as a site
etc.
with Curtis Ingram, who was given
When the denatured alcohol bill
county jail This is done to prevent and these will be submitted to the for the Sixty-fifth Regiment Arone year ins the penitentiary f or
mory.
was then taken up on motion of me
them carrying smallpox into prison, full beard.
manufacturing
and
passing
counterSome
of
the
Mr. Murray, with his attorney, apthe
members
have
exPayne (N. 'Y.), Mr., Payne said
or being susceptible to the disease.
feit money. 'His partner, Henry There are about twenty convicted pressed themselves as favoring reject- peared before Justiee Kenefick in
liii peovides that three. months .after
Davis, charged with fomplicity in altogether, and some of them re- ing any proposition eucpt one that the Supreme court and entered the
it. passage domestic alcohol of such
the
matter, was given a continuance fused yesterday to be vaccinated, will net the -trustees riot less than plea of not guilty to all the charges.
such
degree of proof and subject to
until next term.
The counsel asked for an early trial.
tegulations as the commissioner of
James $25,0ixe
but . when county Jailer
fireid.wpms
Deputy Marshal Wade Brown of Laket threatened to use force, they
"Mr. Murray," said he, "is a federel
internal revenue tax .for,use not only.
Mrs. Marcent's Father.
this city, expects to leave this morn- acqu*sced. I
officer and is liable to suspeneion
io the arts and industries. but foe
Louisville,
Ky., April 17 —Daniel ehile these charges are.
ing
for
the
Ballard
jail
with
county
The bill
pending. It
fuel, light and' power,
yesterday
Ogilvie
John
W.
'Sheriff
D. Hurst has been appointed postis the worst kind of a hardship for
Lon Rollings, the young man who said he thought he would leave
pi evides for its dentituring, that :s
was given thirty days sentence for sometime the first Nof next week master at Jackson, Ky. He is the an innocent man to have a charge
snaking it poisonous so that it canfather of Mrs. Marcum, whose hus- of
this kind hanging over him. We
destroying
the U. S. mail box of
not be used a. a beverage and renwith the prisoners, the rinn going band was assassinated in the Hargisfarmer
retice
living
the
rural
route
out
on
without looking into these
medicinal
for
liquid
dering it unfit
to the branch penitentiary at Eddy- Cockrell feud. He was shot and killit'- that county The law prescribes ville, and the women to the main ed at the door of the court house charges."
put poses.
That a person convicted in the fed- prison at Frankfort.
Justice Kenefick held the matter
in Jackson, and his murder caused the
over
eral court, can be taken to the jail
until Wednesday, whets a date
conBreathitt
investigation
the
into
The grand jury at the circuit
in his home county to serve out his court 9ontinues is session, but is ditions that has resulted in a number will be agreed upon. Bail was fixed
_
time, provided the prisoner bears rcturnihg , very few indictments. Two Of convictions, and numerous indict- at $10,000 which was furnished by
Mr. Murray's bondsmen.
the expense of transportation feat
v.tire brought in yesterday, on'• ments.
Postmaster Fred Greiner appeared
himself and deputy marshal.
pointIBillington
with
clear T'rig
h S. J.
before Justice Kenefick this afterCurtis Jones and Houston Hani- jng
SENATOR TILLIdlAN
pistol at Burnett Woodward
WANTS
noon and entered a plea of not
u-ond both want Deputy Marshal 'and
reatening to shoot the latter.
es:kitty on a charge of bribery in conTO KNOW ABOUT CAM'Brown to take them to Hickman The other bill charges Will Thompnection with the graveyard scandal.
!county, to serve out their sixty days son with shooting at William Riley.
PAIGN CONTRIBUTION
sentence, and Stoo fine, but the The latter pleaded guilty and was
deputy will not do so unless ordered fined $50 and costs.
In the suit of Turnhe against GOOD WORK BEING ACCOM'MRS. KATE COCKRELL TOOK by the court, because after the men
TO
served the sixty days, they would Brown. Judge Reed
MEDICINE
allowed the PLISHED AT TENTH STREET
ENOUGH
Iner°duces Resolution for Controller
then have to be brought all the way claims of the lawyers.
NEARLY KILL HER.
CHURCH.
Lack to take the insolvent debtor'.
of Currency to Explain Why AlThere was set aside the attachoath, and in that manner get re- ment issued for a -several witnesses
leged Contributions Not
MISS COCKRELL DIED IN THE
leased
Kate
of paying the fine, or serv- in the H. H: Loving case that comes
Mrs.
afternoon
Yesterday
Eleven additions were made to the
ine
a
number of days in jail equal up J4299.. 2eth for trial.
Reported.
LAMONT SECTION OF
Cockrell of tote Jackson,street had
Tenth street Christian church last
quite a narrow escape from death, tr, the fine They have to take the
sermon
evening after the strong
COUNTY.
vs result of taking an overdose of insolvent debtor's oath before the
preached there by Rev. Hudspeth
local
court
clerk,
and
this
wctuld
headmedicine td 'relieve the severe
who is assisting Pastor Bass with
Washington. April i7.—When the ache with which she was suffering. neceliate additional expense to the
protracted meeting. The visitthe
senate convened yesterday Mr. Till- Ur Vernon Blythe and Dr. H. P. neputy.
's a very energetic and
minister
ing
CHIEF COLLINS HUNG PICThere Died at Calhoun, Ky., the
man introduced a resolution directing Sights had to work with her for
William Traylor wants to go to
whose sermons plaindivine,
fe-vent
WALL
OFFICE
ON
TURE
the committee on finance to inquire about two hours.
Princeton to serve his time, but for
Father of Mr. William J. White
ly impress the large congregation
YESTERDAY.
into alleged contributions to cam- She is the wife of Mr. Joseph the same reason, his request is reH's
gatherings.
the
participating
in
paign committees and why facts conezi fused, unless ordered by the court.
of This City.
Cockrell the well lama, I.
topic for last night was "The Value
cerning them had not been disclosed
repairer, and had been taking some Traylor was charged
with boot- The Production Was Taken At of The Scriptures" while this evenby the controller of the currency.
Hot Springs, Ark., and Includes
containing aconite, morphine, legging, and Monday came into the
ing he will talk on "Three Greatest
The resolution dealt with the broad tablets
and
Many Notables.
quinine,
and
arsenic
strychnine,
drunken
concourtroom
here,
in
a
Questions Answered Alone In The
subject of bank contributions and by
of them. She dition. •-iudge Walter Evans, withYesterday morning Miss Cockrell
inference to specify cases in Chicago, at one dope took six
seriously nut giving` him a trial, told Traylor
of the Lamont section of the county,
Ill., and Cincinnati, Ohio. It direct- was immediately rendered
U. Gathers.
died after an illness with complicated
‘
go to jail for six (hief James Collins of the police
ed the committee to inquire whether Ill and the doctors Ilia to work hard he could, jui'it
The W. C.
U. meets tomorrow ailments that have confined her for
legal proceedings should be had. Mr. with the pump to relieve her stom- months and pay Poo fine for ate: force yesterday hung in his office at
contents. peering before the court intoxicated. tbe city hall a large picture, show- afternoon at 3 o'clock in' the lectur^ some week_s.
Tillman asked for immediate consid- ach of the dangerour
She was zr years of age and memeration on the resolution, but upon Early this morning she was resting The jadge relented though, and in- ing grouped several hundred of the room of the First Baptist church,
objection it went over. The resolu- easy.
formed Traylor that this sentence delegates at Hot Springs, Ark, at- and during the gathering there will ber of a well known family. She was
tion follows.
and fine would include bootlegging tending the annual convention of the be taken up the work of the depart- a young woman oe meny lovable
Broke Little Finger.
Resolved, That the comittee on
charge also, therefore when he fine- Police Chiefs National association. ment of rescue and prison wade qualities, and had many friends here
finance be directed to inquire whethThe picture was taken while staud- ur.der the leadership of Mrs. Ida B. in this city where she often visited.
Mr. Oscar Rouse of Memphis, iehes his time he is a free man.
er or not the national banks have Tenn., is here visiting his father, Judge Evans yesterday morning ing outside the opera house at 1-fot Chiles of the Rescue Mission chine?) She was a niece Of Mesdames Richard Clements and Edward Ashby).*
made contributions in aid of political Mr. George Rouse, the grocer"yman. issued the temporary
injunction Springs, and includes several cele- cut South Third street.
of this city.
committees and if so to what extent The ,former is suffering from his against the city of Paducah in favor brated chiefs and ,detectives of the
Presbytery Delegate.
and why the facts have not been dis- little finger, that was badly brokea
of the East Tennessee Telephone country, they being William PinkerThe Paducah Presbytery for the
covered by the controller of the cur- recently in a cylinder press while he
Paducahan's Father.
company, thereby prohibiting the ton, the great detective, Chief Syl- Presbyterian churches convened yesrency, and whether or not such cpnof
being4rout
biargie,
The
ea,
te
y
a
Xy.
e
embezzleme
tributions Tlavi1len
Mr. Francis M. White died Monday
Hager of the Louisville dePrinting offices at the Bluff fcred with by the city authorities.
abstractions or willful misapplica- C. Tool
vitt from this city is Mr. E. Reh- evening at his home in Calhoun, Ky.,
the
as
well
with
equally
others
formerly
and
partment
was
The matter of a permanent injunctions of the funds of the banks, which City. He
kopf.
after a lingering illness with heart
e
went to tion comes up later.
known.
call for restitutions and criminal local printing houses, but
trouble and today the remain.s will
Jailer
City
Collins
and
Chief
In passing sentence on Curtis
prosecutions. Said committee is also Memphis last year.
be buried in the cemetery th-ret
AIR LINE FROM
Thomas Evitts of this city, are ist
the
informed
the
judge
Ingram.
directed to inquire whether or not
CHICAGO TO NEW YORK. The deceased was the father of Mr.
Regained Consciousness.
oung fellow that he was- disposed the picture, while by their side
the national banks of Chicago have
William J. White of the dry goods
titiergee, April t6—Tew hotter
receutly engaged in transactions -be- - Reiry, the &year-old son of Mr. to be lenient because he had learned stint& -15t. lamiceT jacison,-the. wed
firm
of White & Sirk on Vroadway.
tween Chicago and Neer* York on
yowl their lawful powers in connec- II. C. Rhodes, yesterday regained that since his arrest, Ingram had known Hot Springs druggist who trains operated by electricity and He was seventy-four years of age and
tion with the recent 'failure of a hank consciousness in his private ward at worked hard to assist the officers in formerly lived in Paducah and is a making an average speed of seventy- one of the best known men of that
in that citi and whether !tech failure Riverside hospital, but theee,attend- getting up their case against Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs. George A.
vicinity where he has resided for
five miles an hour is the plan of inoboes and crimes, and ing physiciate state that it Will take whom Ingram claims manufactured Jackson of North "Sixth near Boyd corporations of the Chicago & New manyoyears.
in
als
ire whether the ditional several day•- tot the danger phint to the spurious dollar they passed.
He was a valiant survivor of the
streets. Mc conducts one of the York Electric Air Line Railroad.
war, having fought under Major
civil
ba
Ohio have been in the habit be passed, as his injury was an unlargest drug houses in that city and
proposed
the
As the name implies,
Ashcraft of this city, in the
J.
H.
of paying large sums of money in a usually serious one, and complicakelp
_took the -entire week off to
road will sacrifice everything for
Twenty-sixth Kentucky regiment,ance
•secret and Alisit itittnner to the toun- tions may arise at any' time. He GNATS KILLING LIVESTOCK. entertain the Paducah delegation
the
to
According
distance.
speed and
parcitipated in many memorable batty treasurers of Ohio as a compensa- is the little fellow knocked in the
as d their friends. •
statement of Jonathan D. Price, presi17.—A
April
Ala.,
Birmingham,
tles, including that of Shiloh.
deteasurers
for
making
to
said
tion
McClain
Construcrock
by
a
the
Co-operative
with
dent
of
head
He is survived by two daughters,.
'posits of public money with such Wechell near Thirteenth and Jeffer- special to the News from Jackson- REFUSE
TO
PENSION
tion Company, which was organized all of whom are at his beside. His
ville, Misc., says that gnats are killbanks; and ,to repart the facts to the
be
'will
line
SOLDIER
road,
the'
the
He
to
build
Monday
evening:DAUGHTER
OF
son streets
ing livestock in large numbers in the
wife died several years ago.
senate aid the opinion of the cornmiles 4horter
to remain in the hospital delta counties, and in some communiWashington, April 17.—The house 472 miles long,,or 200
mitte whether any legal proceedings will have
connecting
while.
ties the pest h the Worst ever known. pensions committe Monday refused than any steam road' now
Jail Cleaning.
should be instituted on account of the for quite a
the
line alOf
cities,
Part
two
the
from
'result
the
heavy
thought
to
It
is
Rebill
by
introduced
report.
a
transactions disclOsed; and whether
to
Pneumonia.
Has
IrlIrMer
Yesterday Jailer James\ Eaker put
rains prevailing dtteing the early part presentative Richardson of Ken- ready has been sitrveyed.
the public interest requires any
The first section of the road to be his men to work giving the jail A
the well known of the month, and the planters are
Williams,
Mx.
amendments of the existing national
tucky to pension Mrs. Lavinia Ray' built, according to promoters will be good cleaning so it will be in fine
farmer of five miles from this city resorting to all known .methods to
•.
banking' laws.
Etimonston, Ky., daughter of Ed- out of Chicago and work on this, one shape by Saturday when the grand
cn the Clark's river road, was save their animate from the swarms
revolutionary of the incorporators said last night, jury inspects it. This body always
a
Rogers,
mend
brought%
—the city, in the ambulance of insects. Instances are reported
On Woman'. Complaint.
soldier. The committee acted on will begin soon. In choosing the making a tour of the cells and corcondied
horses
have
within
lb
Nance
and
where
Guy
ertaker
t
Fla
•krassuer was arrested yesterday off
theory that it would open up the route no attention is paid to whether ridors the day they adjourn their
-Riveside hospital. He is hour after being stung by the gnats. the
icers Cross and Hessian on the in
by
for all daughters est revolution- the line runs through large cities or three wee4 session so they can 9110
field
of
loss
also,
report
farmers
Mkny
cleft* of whipping Mamie Dolan, s offer g from a severe attack of
not.
in what condition things are kt.
soldier's.
ary
cattle from this source.
pneumonia.:
with whom he resides.

AFTER BANKS

At the special session of the council last evening at the City 'Hall, there
was present all members except
Mlember Dipple, and the board gave
second adoption to the resolution
which directs that there be paid back
to the East Tennessee Telephone
Company the $3,000 the City of Paducah collected from that concern
two years ago when attempts were
being made to adjust the differences
between the company and the municipality. This resolution now goes to
the aldermen tomorrow night for confirmation,. The lawyers for the city
believe by offering the telephone people back, this money, it will help the
case the city has, pending in the circuit cost, looking towards ousting
the company from doing business
here. The company paid the city this
$3.000 with understanding a franchise
of a certain nature was to be given
the company but after getting the coin
the city would not give the agreed
grant.
Second passage was given by the
council to the ordinance, providing
that there be sold the street railway
Company, a franchise permitting the
concern to lay tracks on thoroughfares not now covered by the systern.
Second adoption was given the
resolution confirming employment of
Civil Engineer J. W. Alvord of Chicago, to draw the combination sanitary and water sewerage plans for
this city, which is preparing to build
additional mains of this nature. ,

Cui tis Ingram

Taken

to

NARROW
ESCAPE

ELEVEN
ADDITIONS
•••••••••••••10

PASSED AWAY

CHIEF'S GROUP

y

9 a

$38,-

870 in Connection With Pur-

•t
'
'.
so.

Tr

HICKMAN TO
f COMBINATION
NOT ENOUGH
-PAY COSTS SPECIFICATIONS
ETO TRIED
EtILTZ

ASSETS CITY

HOLTON'S

AMOUNTED

TO

THIRTY-

OFFICIALS

WILL PAY AT

$1,350 FOR THEM.

FIRST

HE

WAS

HELD

OVER TO THE GRAND
JURY.

SIX DOLLARS.
Expert Alvord Says They Will Serve
Exceptions to John Count;

Claim

Overruled in Dr. Hessig Case,

for Both the Sanitary and
Storm Sewers.

and Allairance Made.

Y.
The report of Trustee L.
Woodruff of the Diltz Holton bankr eptcy case yesterday, developed
the fact that the assets of Holton
amounted to only $36, while the
costs of the proceeding are $37,
therefore Referee Bagbyorderedhitn
to pay the other dollar, as the entire
costs have to be liquidated before
the discharge can be granted. Holton is of Murray and tiled his petition some months ago, giving liabilitien amounting up into the thousands of dollars. He was granted his
legal exemptions of several hundred
dollars.
Mr. Woodruff is also trustee for
W. P. Lax case, and his report
showed he had $238 on hand, to be
paid to creditors.
Referee Bagby overruled the except'ons to the claim of $to5 of
John Counts in the Dr. H. T. Hessig case. The account was then allowed. In tile same case exceptions
were filed to the $7o0 claim of the
Brewing
company
Fvansville
against Hessig. The referee permitted the exceptions to be withdrawn. and then allowed $65o of the
account.
George Gould Gives His Son's Tennis
Tutor tt,000.

R. E. Draftin Was Held to
Jury on

Charge

of

Grand

Obtaining

Money By False Pretenses.
By taking time by the forelock, the
city will have plans drawn not only
for the new sanitary sewerage disYesterday morning William Hicktrict to be constructed this summer, man of Osvensboro, was
arraigned
but for storm sewers, when the latbefore Acting Judge Dave Cross in
ter are desired. This arrangement
has been entered into with Mir. J. W. the police court, and held to the
Alvord, the expert civil engineer of grand jury, on the accused not enThe
Chicago, who will get up the draw- tering any kind of a plea.
acting judge passed the case up to
ings and specifications.
Mr. Alvord was here several days the grand jury ‘now in session.
ago looking over the iterritory to be Later in the day lawyers of Hickimproved. The new sanitary sewers man got the judge to set aside the
go in that district bounded by Ninth, order holding Hickman over eo the
Kentucky avenue, Fountain avenue, grand jury, and this morning he
And a block or two below Trimble will be given a hearing in the police
street. 'He has been contracted with court. He is charged with stealing
for $750 to get up the plans for this a revolcer and selling it.
district, but now when he came here
Hickman seems to have been uphe saw that it would be only a mat- on a spree and yesterday morning
ter of few years until the city would his father got friends here to go the
have to put in storm water sewers lads bond, and he was released
from
so he agreed for $600 extra, to make
the county jail in the afternoon.
the plans of a combination nature.
The malicious cutting
charge
The council has agreed ta pay hint
against
George Jackson was conthe $600 which makes a total of
$i,35o, and the aldermen will doubt- tinued until today.
R.. E. Draftin was held to the
less ratify this action tomorrow
grand
jury in $30o bond on charge
night.
City Engineer Wiashington expects of stealing brasses from the Illithe field men of Engineer Alvord to nois Central railroad and selling
get here the last of this week from them to John Minor. a drayman.
Chicago, for the purpose of starting
Allie Morton and Florence Greer
the work of getting grades and meas- were each fined $30 and coats for
urements of streets and sub-ways for disorderly conduct.
the underground mains. Mr. Alvord
The malicious
assault
charge
does not do this work himself, hav- against George Ferrell was dising his assistants to perform it while missed. and he fined $to and costs
he remains at headquarters in Chi- for striking Will Hamilton in the
cago.
Bulger saloon on Broad street some
weeks ago.
There was continued until today
the drunk and disorderly
chargs
against Aaron Rogers.
Arthur Brinkley was fined $15 and
discosts for being drunk and
orderly.
Laura Hanners, 0. C. Doren and
John Robertson were each fined $t
and costs for being drunk.
ESTIMATED THAT THIS LOSS
CORPORAL JAIL TANNEER
IS ABOUT Sim
GOES TO BIRMINGHAM.

New York, April 17—In recognition of his painstaking services in
making young Jay Gould court-tennis
champion of America, George J.
Gould has presented a check for $t,000 to Frank Forrester, marker at
Georgian Court,
Lakewood, who
taught the young man what he knows
about the game.
Jay Gould is now on the ocean,
sailing for London to participate on
April 30 in the world's championship
court-tennis tournament.
Gould, who is only 17 years old, is
believed to have an, eiseellerli chance
to wrest the title left itor present
British holder and bring it to Georgian Court. He "has come up in the
last year under Forrester's tutelage,
and, entering as a "dark horse" in the Superintendent Lieb Heard From
tourney of the Racqeet Club, caused
Professor of Collegies he Invited
a sensation by beating handily all the
local society cracks.
Here—Other News.

HEAT BROKE
SCHOOL WINDOWS

POOR FARM

Birmingham, Ala., April 17.—Corporal James Tanner, commander-inchid of the Grand Army of the Republic, reached here Monday to attend the annual encampment of the
department of Alabama. Last night
1:e was given a camp fire, at which
both federal and wpttntc veSe,relse spoke.

HIS FRIEND ED.
ROW MINOS LOOXT/ TO TOM!!
AT
O*
OIL
SA of the **est boys in the office
is Tommy Swiitehart, but how he used
to bore us about his fricnd, Ed. Kempiley, when he first blew in from where
the tall grass waves. You ought to
have seen him then. Honest, he looked
as if he was just going to do a vaudeville stunt and was dressed for the
part I didn't think they made that
kind of clothes any. more, even in
Lichtenburg, where Tommy came
from.
Wattles, the manager,turned the kid
over to me, to give him pointers on
the work. Then he noticed Tommy's
shiny black satchel, w' re he'd laid it
down. "Where are you going to stay'!"
he asked, and Tommy looked bewildered and said he hadn't found out
yet "You take the afternoon off and
and him a phica, Sumter," says Wattles to me; and so that's how he came
to be ray roommate.
"I guess I'm pretty green," says
Tommy, as he toddled along with me
to tke joint "Bd. Kempley told nee
that the cows'd eat me if they saw me
en the street. Ed's been here twice."
"Who's Indt" I asks41.
"Ed's my friend back is Lichen.
burg," he saps. It might have been,
"Ed's the prince of Wales and all the
royal family," from the way he said
It. "His father ram the beak there,"
he went an. 'sad Birs in the bank
near. Weholwitsta raa together a goo
deal. Thew ,Ilealt make any smarter
fallen Ow War*
yo•
-"t 'oat. On, fl right,"
told him. I Val of took a fancy te
him, you know. Re looked at you like'
a lost dog that's fouled somebody to
pat him—kind of seared and yet as If
he trusted you and was thekled to
death anyway. He thought the room
was the greatest ever, although Ed.
had a mighty Lae room all to himself
In his father's "residence."
"I took him arouad to a barber
shop when we'd settled about the
room. His hair was lopping down
over his coat collar behind. Then we
went back to the room and I showed
him how to tie his necktie. He had
the ends Au* pushed up under the
collar in front and then brought down
through the loop without going arc uni
the neck at all. You know the way.
No, he didn't mind me telling biri
Bd. always told him things like that
Ed. was a dandy dresser—spent more
money on his clothes than any feller
in town—or his father did for him.
Well, he certainly looked a whole
lot better when I got through with
him. And in a couple of months you
wouldn't have known him for the
same boy. He caught on all right.
Not that he tried to put on agony. He
wasn't that sort of & chap. But he
kept his eyes open, and be soon got
to know what was what. The new suit
he got, when be got one, was a peach.
He quit talking in the Rube way be
did at first. But the boys joshed bble
a lot. They all liked him. though. lib
wee Jost as chummy as could be with
everybody, from Wattles down to
Pete, the janitor.
But It was tunny to hear him.
We'd be talking about something—It
wouldn't much matter what—when
Tommy would ebirp up: "A friend of
mine back in Lichenburg, Ed. Kemp
I

a s...,
and Rugs

•

The products of many different mill&
are) sold by us. They contribute to
make our ahowing of Carpets, Rugs,
etc., the most broadly important ever
shown in Paducah. Quality is the main
keynote, while beauty and style make a
close second.
Fine quality of Axminster Carpets, beautiful parlor
designs. Per yardThree pieces Velvet Carpet, to close
out.
I
per yard
Brussels Camet, good style, with border to match.
• • •
per yard ..
Seat quality all Wool Ingridn Carpets
per yard

•

•••

1•1

Three pieces best quality all wool Ingrain Carpet,
per yard
Five pieces all wool filling Carpet,

per yard

Five pieces Carpet, good colors and patterns,
per yard

•• •

$1.25
85c
• 60c
.7
60c
50c
25C
zc, 25c 3oc

Heavy China Matting', per yard
Cotton Warp Jap Matt:in"
Per yard

15544 itic,

Linoleum*, 2 yards wide, good petunia.
per square yard

20c, 25C, 30C

50C

LACE CURTAINS.
We have several numbers of Curtains of only a few
pairs each that we are c)psialg- out at
much less than regatta prices.

L. B. Ogilvie

Co.,

4.,
•

BROADWAY AND FOURTH

•
•

After Easter Salem„....

During April and May we are going to offer
Special Prices on our entire line of Cut Glass and
Silverware.

75c set.
It wasn't any use trying tWoreak Genuine Rogers Tea Spoons Reg. Price $1.5o, this sale
Yesterday morning it was discoverset.
sale
$1.50
this
$3.00,
Reg.
Price
Spoons,
Table
Rogers
prattle
on
at
the
Genuine
He'd
•
him of it.
Claim Notice.
ed that the night before the heat
set.
sale
$3.65
anything.
this
spite
of
Forks
admirable
Ed.
in
Knives
and
Bros.
Roger
McCracken
Circuit
E.
0.
1847
Court
from the blaze that visited the KelEd. could do this, and Ed. could de Every Piece engraved free.
ley home, cracked about $too worth Thomas, administrator, etc., Plff.,
Ed. was so-and-so and 'tother. An elegant line of wedding presents at special low prices.
that;
Payne,
agt.
Equity,
vs.
Anthony
WashFISCAL COURT MEETS TODAY of glass in the windows of the
And his face would be all of a glow Watch and jewelry repairing, first class
prices-21
work—reasonable
ington school building on Broadway etc., defts.
bare the heart
You
didn't
with
pride.
TO TAKE UP THIS
end
reextiertence.
years
Ordered that this action be
near Thirteenth street. The rear
Se stop hi•.
of the Kelley home adjoining, was fcrred to Cecil Reed, master cornBd. about once a week
wrote
to
He
QUESTION.
that portion that burned, and it is missioner, of this court to take —when be wrote to his folks, but
right beside the' school property. woof of assets and liabilities of the there was only one time I ever heard
Sepurintendent Lieb notified the in- estate of Jinnie Payne, deceased, him say anything about getting a let.
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
surance people yesterdek of the and all persons
claims ter from him and that same night
having
Some Contend the
New House breakage so it can be adjusted. None against said estate are required to saw him slip something into an en.
of the glass fell out of the window, properly verify and file the same, velope that looked to me like a money
Should Not go up on the Tract
but simply cracked.
bcfore said commissioner, on or be- order, though I couldn't swear to It.
fore the 5th day of May, igo6 or
of Land Outside MechanSo I had Ed. pushed at me for close
Professors Heard From.
they will be forever barred from as- on to throe years—and then Bd. came
Superintendent Lieb has received
icsburg.
serting any claim against the assets tip to Chicago for a visit
some responses to the letters he
I never saw anybody so excited
ill the hands of the administrator,
wrote to different college professors
about anything in all my life as Tomunadministered;
and
all
persons
are
over the country, inviting one of them
my was over the news that Ed. was
to come here and deliver an address hereby enjoinel and restrained from coming. He couldn't erit; he couldn't
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111041•11111
This morning at 9 o'clock the fiscollecting
their
said
against
claima
to the graduating pupils for this
st1l. He hurried to see Mrs.
cal court will meet in special session year's commencement txercises. The estate except through this suit. keep
CHOICEST
THE
FIND
Barker about a room for El. And
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL
at the county court house for the superintendent says that nothing defi- Ordered that this order be published be even arranged to take him to dinSTYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AFpurpose of taking up the question of nite has been arranged though, as he in The Paducah Daily Register as ner and then to the theater; then he
FORD. THE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
will have to indulge in more corre- required by law:
was going to treat me to a sight of the
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
the new county Door jarm.
• atprit 9th, 191,6.
Tietriirto'et -tilF=trett:
-TetWE
CLOTHES. -V.TE- grAND FOR EVERY- GARMENT
During the gathering there will be before knowing which one of them
A cop attest;
course, I did.
TURN
OUT.
disposed of the matter of locating will mak ethe speech.
Mr. Lieb
J. A. MILLER, clerk.
It was close on to 12 o'clock when
the institution, and also 'he plans for does not want to say who will come
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
he got back. He rapped at the door
the new building.
until everything is settler!.
and as he entered I started back alLast year the county bought a large
most scared. He looked pale and
Claim Notice.
tract of land out a mile or two from
told
look
,that
Assumed Her Place.
and
to
McCracken Circuit court; Katie
town beyond Meehanicabmg, with
hit ins, please."
Mtyttle
ukey has assnmett
say
aibert, etc., Puffs., agt -Equity, seemed
the intention of using it jointly as a charge of the third grade at the
versus Robert E. Walbert, etc., Then he said: "Bob, this is my
county cemetery and poor farm, the Franklin school building on South
friend. Ed."
old burying ground for paupers be- Sixth street, taking the place made Defts.
So that was Ed.—that flashily
Ordered
that
this
be
reaction
ing about used up. Now it is said the vacant by the resignation of Miss
dressed, pigeyed, loud-mouthed, cheep,
Reed,
master
present fiscal court does not approve , Kettler who was married yesterday. ferred to Cecil
Jay sport! That was what he was,
• of this place being used for the poor This is Ass Bitkey's first experience commissioner of this court, to take
it was kind of pitiful to see the
farm as the ground surrounding is at teaching, but the superintendent ptoof of assets and liabilities of tree
Aria, maa his off and
boggy and water accumulates. there. says he thinks she can fill the place the estate of James T. Walbert, de- steer him wheals—be thought the felceased, and all persons having lew, milts Antnau,If be had bad any
The point to be settled is whether satisfactorily.
You do not have wait for your orders. We carry the stock on
this site will be utilized or another
4
Tommy
claims against said estate are reoy
I
would
see
hand. We have over 9,000 pieces of sheet music in stock and over soo
purchased.
LEAVES PRiSOINI TO TESTIPYI quired to properly verify and file eettaisly,.antu ;lipsnght 'em out But
could
Several weeks ago the court sold
the same, befOre said commissioner,
volumes of folios, exerciser and instruction books. Come down and
trust, and was all
to W. C. O'Bryan the old poor farm Bank Wrecker Taken From Leaven on Or before the 16th day of May, resentp5
look over our stock. We Can cerlithrly supply your wants.
on West Tennessee *fleet, and a
10,6, or they will be forever
worth is Witness Against •
sad
.
Tornio/
committee of magistrates was direct;Week
etereit.
Ed.
Cailhier,
barred from asserting any claim
ed to get plans for the new building.
against the assets in the bends of studg,0 bIsn.. like a brother. There
Leavenworth, Kan., April 17 —
megthiag he didn't do to make
Now these drawings will be placed
the administrator or oommissioner, wasn't
before the court today for adoption. Frank G. Bigelow, the former Milthat skate Maw a good time. He
unadminietered, and all persons are
might have showed him off, but be
They provide for a thirty-two room, waukee •bank) president now serving
hereby enjoined and restrained from dkial, and ha bragged about him
federal
the
in
sentence
ten-year
one story, brick structure, to cost a
prison here for bankwrecking, left collecting their claims against said worse tban-evor—tor a thee.
about $io,000.
estate except through this suit
for that city in charge of Capta
He said to ms: "Ed. has changed
Ordered that this order be pub- some, but., that boy bee got a heart
prison guard. Rigel
a
7..erbst,
Able to be but.
lished in the Paducah Daily Regis- Ike an-ox."..12iiip
dgbeil.
goes to Milwaukee to testify at t
Miss Mary Owen Murray is able trial of Henry G. Goll, former cash- ter as required by law.
"You're off, Tommy," I said. "Hs
to be out after he illness, but has ier of the bank. Bigelow probably: A copy attest:—
Met changed. It's you. You've got
not-yet resumed. her teaching in the will be returned to prison here this
you've bees
J. A. Miller, Clerk,
Jur eyes open since
PADUCAH, KY
public schools.
.eta."—Chicago Daily News.
130 SOUTH THIRD ST.
week.
By W. C. Kidd, D. C.
t

J. A Konetzka,
Eyes Tested Free.
Jeweler and Optician.
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co.

Springfabrics
Our Handsome
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
Dicke & Black,

516 Broadway.

MERCHANT TAILORS.

beet- Music
HtrS

PailLAR SONGS, INSTHiiikinit

%Sell All MuSic at Cut Prices.

Harbour's gOok Department.

MAIL

[FINIWI & too

Undertakers and Embalmers,

0.

•

•
01
0
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:INSTALL TONIGHT

•

PILGRIMS

I sink, serious difficulty. We have raise-1'
I ed
out $25,000, *us the remainder #s
just as necessary to the success oi
the enterprise as that we have al-1
Green
ready secured. — Bottling
News.

Barley-Malt
is the foundation and
the principal essential for a really
good beer.

The Greene and Gaynor Convictions.
The final colyriction of Greene and
INCORPORAARTICLE;3i OF
Gaynor and tneir sentence to four
CONDUCTED BY
EXERCISES
years in prison for their part in the
TION FILED WITH COUN_ DISTRICT DIcPUTY
conspiracy with Captain Oberlin CarCLERIC
ter to rob the government of a vast
ANDERSON.
sum of money, is a long delayed triumph of justice. These men were indicted in 189e as the result of the exCarter case
James Houston Conferred Power of posures in the Captain
and they fled to Canada and forfeited
Grand Master Clements Will be Here
their bonds of forty thousand dollars
Attorney on Clint Houston—
and After Ceremonies, Baneach in 1902. The government is said
Deeds Recorded.
to have spent a quarter of a milli=
quet Will be Given.
dollars in various efforts for their 'extradition and to bring them to justizi.. They were charged with stealThere has been filed in the county. ing five hundred and seventy-fire
TIT', evening at the Fraternity
it is said that
clerk's office the articles of incor- thousand dollars, and
building on Broadway there will be
half of this amount nas teen spent
of
Colony
Royal
The
for
poration
instituted the new Odd Fellows lodge
by them in their own defense. The
Colonial Pilgrims, which is a mutual government is
to be- commended for
...that has been gotten up. There will
be presnt Grtnd MJaeter Clemente of insurance company capitalized at its. persistence in this case. The roKentucky, but the work of installa- $1,103, divided into shares Of $10 suft is a notable vfndication of the
tion will be under supervision of Dis- each; Joseph W. Hughes, George law.—Lexington Herald.
trict Deputy Grand Master Turner W. Oliver, W. J' Baas, William W.
Anderson, the hardware man of this Rogers, James E. Bugg, Ben T.
Siam was a cotton producing counFrank, and T. E. Hughes of this try 2,9cio vears ago.
City.
- Afitt The Institution, the membzrs city, R E. Bayles of La• Center,
wiTI. fleet officers end' select a com- Ky., and W. C. Rowe, Robert L.
mittee to make a contract for a hail Shelowell and Mike Oliver of Benin Jersey where the lodge will there- ton.
after meet. It is probable that Broad111‘iiv."
:
IVA 10
foot's hall will be chosen as it is the
Power of Attorstry.
largest and most centrally located. James Houston conferred power
This new Odd Fellows lodge is got- of attorney to Clint Houston, tile
ten nit Per benefit of the Jersey and documents to this effect
were
Mechanicsburg members, and there- lodged with the county clerk.
cbtning
by obviate the necessity. of
down to the Fraternity building.
Priipert, Transferred
The meeting tonight comrneaces at
Mary F. Poe transferred to W. S.
7.30 (.'clock, and after the new lodge
is instituted a delightful banquet will Duncan for $45o, land out in did
be served in the dining hall of the county. The deed was filed with
the county clerk.
r raternity building.
C. C. Walker bought from W. C.
The new lodge starts off with the
O'Bryan for Um, property in the
following members:
Joe Wallace, Barnes Sills, D. De- O'Bryan addition.
spane, N. M. Reetkr, D. Sills, C. G. Edward R. Miller transferred to
Warner, T. G. Miller, G. A. Roberts, M. G. Gilbert for $1 and other conW. T. Goodman,_ ILL. Harrison, siderations, property in the county.
Chas Smith, J. C. Gilbert, J. S. Thurman anti: Linsey transferred
Troutman, C. F. Yates, Henry to their company, The GlenwooJ
Mager. A Butler W. S. Sullivant, Realty company, about wo lots out
H. J. Swafford, D. B. Sills, H. P. behind Oak Grove cemetery.
Barksdale, Silas E. Peak, R. S. BarFor $30 C. Duna way sold to Virnett, D. 0. Barker, C. M. Black, W.
W. 9traub, land lying out in
T.
Simmons,
N.
L. Rutherford, W.
county.
the
N. Edwards, R. J. WIlson, C. N.
Property on the north side of
Smith, John Leigh, E. Vasser, Chris
and
Twelfth
between
Kolb, C. M. Clark, Arthur Warren, Monroe
P.
E.
was
sold
streets
by
Thirtenth
Finie,
F.
M.
Stuart,
J. S. Warren. R.
B. B. Hook. II. Creek, Oscar Roberts, GiTsrm and wife to Lena L. Williams
M. J. Michelson, J W. Bottoms, for $:.5o..
iter Davis, Johnie Wade
Dde Land

DWEISER

The King cf Bottled Beers

is brewed from the choicest Barley-Malt obtainable,
in combination with Select Hops and Special quality
Yeast. In consequence it has the exquisite taste,
the mellowness and the delicious flavor which can
be found in no other Beer.
and boalLd
at the Home Plant of the

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louts, U. S. A.
J. H. STEFFEN, Manager,
Anheuser-Busch Branch,
Paducah.
Corlood or Tin Capped

A"Aorr Mirk I
Has Sored qutoili

• 1''
4
•

T

•4

METHODIST
COLLEGE

Alongside his pure clebrated Wil- Wheels are still in the lead. Bef ore buying it will pay you to see
these fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the conviction that they
the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital can
low Spring Whisky he has added the produce.
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
long needed and unobtainable pure etc.,"Old
at right prices.
wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
Apple Brandy made from sweet mellow
THE OLD RELIABLE.
apples and distilled at a still] in the WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
ginia
and 128 North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.
beautiful mountains of Tennessee,where
the willows grow tall and greenland the
beautiful chrystal water runs from the
grove of Willow Spring, direct to', the
There was lodged with the counWe are now open
ty clerk, an order of the county
-•••
for business at
judge, dividing property in the suit still of Messrs Hennessee & Co.,Mcof A. Houser against C Gillen.
• •ville,
121423 N.
Tenn., distillers.
Dr. Hicks' office 6og Broadway.
Fourth St.
'Phone 432. Residence t627 Broadthis apple brandy is the first that has ever

•

NEWELL

LEAVES

TODAY FOR LOUISVILLE.

Goes Up to Confer With Kentucky
Conference

Board

of

Education

Regarding the Institution.

Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway Methodist church, leaves today
for Louisville to be absent a day or
two, on business connected with the
project toward getting established in
l'aducah *se of the colleges that are
to be endowed by the Kentucky
Methodist conference out of the
Sneed fund. He is a member of the
committee of Paducah citizens that
is trying to get the institution for
this place, and he goes up to collie' with the educational board of
the Kentucky conference, about the
proposition. this educational body
being the one having charge of the
Sneed fund, and is also the one to
riecide where the college shall be
-li rated.
The Paducah ,commffteemen arc
working upon several propositions
in connection with the college idea,
but have nothikg to divulge as yet,
bet expect shortly to be in position
to announce what they have accomplished.
Sometime this sower Ole educational board of '111EVKesstack.34.conf, rence, mien s to deuide the quesIocHo,s4it".3k,

2,re

120

Remember

way. Phone 1280.

REV. T. J.

1906 Models Ready for Inspection.
LE
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monarch"
and 'Imperial"

Claim Notice.
libcCrackeri Circuit Court, F. G
Rudolph, administrator of Ida Ethel
Ilessig, deceased, plaintiff, vs. petition in equity, H. T. Hessig, etc., defendant.
Ordered that this action be referred to Cecil Reed, master commissioner of this court to take proof of assets and liabilities of the estate of
Ida Ethel Hessig, deceased, and all
persons having claims against said
estate are required to properly verify
and file same, before said commissioner, on or bed t the 5th day of
May, 1906, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of the
administrator, unadministered; and
all persons are hereby enjoined and
their
collecting
restrained from
claims against said estate except
through this suit. Ordered that this
order be published in The Paducah
Daily Register as required by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the 12th day of April,
1906.
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
By R. B. HAY, D. C.

reached Pad-

ucah direct from the still to be retailed by the drink.
the rectified and compounded

apple

FOREMANBROS.

Remember that

brandy is more poisonous than

Novelty Works.

the vilest whisky that is compounded and rectified. Pure apple brandy is
higher in price than the average run of pure whiskies and is

scarcer

than whisky.. Remember apple brandy would be recommended

by

physician for certain ailments of the human body if they

were

all
sure

they could get the pure brandy also; there would be more of it drank
if it were not for the rectified compounded stuff they have to drink.
Remember that the name of my Brandy

is

DON

G1LBERTO'S

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORZ—

"THREE STAR" Apple Brandy. My brandy is bottled and sealed
under my personal supervision and none genuine unless my name in big
red letters on the inside of the table next to the bottle which reeds
Don Gilberto's pure apple brandy r year old too proof. The bottle will
contain 32 oz of the pure Three Stars apple brandy.
Bear in mind that this package will be subject at any time and
anywhere that the U. S. Revenue officials see fit to inspect it. (He has
a right to do so.)
Provided the seal has not been tampered with. Also I tender the
officers of the pure food law .the same privilege as I do U. S. revenue
officer, as I am personally responsible for its purity, strength and
quantity. To be had only at "The White Deer" which is a symbol
of strength, purity and innocence. zie S. Fourth St, Paducahu, Ky.

ILLINOIS PRIMARY LAW.
111•111MIEW

REAL EFT.B.TE AGENCY

to

Legislature In Special Session
•i-s•ntS4 MS-1-Ass-T-A11
Freme New One.
•
The people of Illinois demand a
EAS1
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
PADUCAH REAL. ps77,
DemoThe
law.
direct primary
BOONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
cratic and Repubhcan platforms of
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
1004 pledged both parties to the
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR i.T.
The
enactment of such a taw.
Q W. WRITTEMOR
Pa.du.ests
Daugherty bill complied in every
e pro
el-il with
People. but it was, defeated by, a
,corporation
non-partieee alliancell of'
tools and political bosSes.
The people were pegblibed a law
The
which would dethrone boaerc
lass_ which_ the: bosses. gave them
Accident --Life, Liability, Steam Boiler44A,
:
p IsellIE'111101111111014. bfI= 411411r kneig.
which
libppe's Brothet o Accept Schaefer's They were promised a--Mw
4
ft.-.4 4WtWeetttesss
fwd.
the.
peoplethe
uive
would
moo° Challenge.
The
Jaw
wind in party governmevt.
New York, April T7 -Frank Hoppe
Residence Phone 726
Office Phone 369,
diey gbt tied( their )volce . cern- iNwindriftra.
who Atioltil :after .the intetestt krti his
eletely,
brother, Willie, the billiard champion,
Fortunately, the gluey* ociert T t
annour4S'ibit he ...will accept the
the infamous lief uticonsti- Le.
declared
challenge of Jake Schaefer for a long
But unless the people hetutional.
a
as
Wow
a
match, with side bet of
the new nirasiire:
arousel
Clime
stake.
Hoppe suggests goo points each be tenfold more iniquitous than Inc
night for six nights, and only suggests fitst.—the
that the money be put up and thP
$101,000 Mori Nieded.
match he played in the near future
Broadwal. Pennes:Office 385—Residence 169t
The only thing that stands between
Frank Keeney, of Brooklyn, is
backing Schaefer.
us and securing the state normal
sehool is to raise the remainder ot
nr
Attentive is the name of Britain's tlie money. n.w.pariwyti to completing
ithout $10,the fund, and Mit fh'
latest 25-knot scout ship.

J E.601:3LSO No

toai

II.

II

Abram L. Well & Co

oia Steam and lint Water Heating.
nue 13

.-

FIRE INSURANCE

523 Broadway.

Campbell Block.

L. BEE)OwuT

•

a
:

J. W. HUGHES

General Insurance Agency
onia-306

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Buildinz

Subscribe • For THe . Register

1

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323

•

-

AudiedilhalhAL.

•
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REGIS TER

PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
-JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.

AMBULANCE CHASING
An Editorial From the St.Louis Republic on a Growing
Evil That Menaces the Legal Profession.

RACKET STORE pRINTING
THAT PLEASES

HERE ARE SOME OF THE VERY SPECIAL VALUES FROM
DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS OF OUR GREAT STOCK:

New York's highest tribunal, the desired client to place his claims in
court of appeals, in a late decision re- the attorney's hands for enfocement.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- lating to a disbarment proceeding, In behalf of the appellant it is conLADIES IMPORTED LACE HOSE, IN BLACK AND WHITE
rl
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. has announced some interesting law tended that his construction is inAT 35c A PAIR THESE ARE AS GOOD AS THE USUAL RUN
on the subject of "ambulance chas- correct and that the section seeks
NEW_
OF FIFTY CENT GOODS,
$5.00 ing"—a generic slang term embracing only to prohibit the offer or gift from
One Year
2.50 a variety of offensive litigations.
art attorney to the person having the
.
•
Six Months
1.25
Three Months
Mr. A. E. Clark, the lawyer against claim—that is to say, to the desired
TWO NEW ONES—ONE A GIRDLE, THE OTHER A REGU.zo whom the disbarment proceeding was client—as an inducement to the reOne Week
LAR CORSET. THEY ARE THE BEST WE HAVE EVER OFbrought, had employed a Mr. Snell to tamer."
--FERED AT THE PRICE—Soc.
Discussing the effect of the ruling
Anyone failing to receive this paper procurs persons in various parts of
OF COURSE, WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF BETTER CORregularly should report the matter to the state to employ him, Clark, to of the court below, Judge Bartlett decommonly SETS AT A DOLLAR AND FIFTY.
The Register office at once. Tele- bring suits against telephone and molished an argument
telegraph companies for setting up made in defense of the promotors of
phone Cumberland 3113.
poles in the highways on which the damage suits:
sought-for clients owned property; "Nor is there anxthineett thi ugNEW PATTERNS IN ROUND MESH AND DIAMOND MESH
Clark. agreeing to pay Snell for secur- gestion that the employment "Of such YAI. LACES—BOTH EDGES
AND INSERTIONS, AT Sc A YARD.
ing the claims. Snell actually did se- paid emissaries
essentiiti 44-- the
cure.more than 2,000 claims, which protection of. the poor, who else
Clark was to prosecute on a contin- might not become aware of their
NEW
PATWednesday Morning, April i8, 5906. gent basis of zo to 30 per cent; most right to prosecute_ remedies in the WE SHOW A DAINTY LINE OF VALS—MAN1
of which claims were settled without courts for wrongs which they may TERNS NEVER SHOWN BEFORE THIS SEASON.
trial.
Other charges were made have suffered. The permission which
Plans For' Storm Wktoter Sewers. against the attorney with regard to the way now gives to attorneys to
the settlement. After he had procur- f serve clients for a contingent tee is
In the matter of paying $600 to an
EIGHTEEN
CORSET COVER EMBROIDERIES,
INCHES
ed a large quantity of claims he made sufciently well known throughout
outside civil engineer for profiles and a secre• arrangement with a tele- the community to . enable anyone, WIDE, AT 204 25c, 59c, 35c, 39c, alc, 50c, 511c, 65c, 75c, AND gile 4÷1-1-1-4•4•4•44++++44+++-1-14-1-1-4-+
plans for storm water sewers, the phone company
which
virtually however limited his means, to secure A YARD.
ALL SORTS OF DAINTY LINGERIE EMBROIDERS IN ALL
general council might find it to the amounted to selling out his clients, adequate professional service in the
tax-payers inlategtrto go a tittle slow. The court severely censured his con- enforcement of any meritorious claim THE WIDTHS AND AT ALL THE PRICES.
in the courts. It is not necessary for
duct in all of the premises.
It Is stated 'that it may be several
That part of the decision which the protection of the poor to sanction
years before storm water sewers are deals with Clark's employment of a the practice which, as applied to negARNOLD BATISTE (WOOL FINISH) IN A NICE LINE OF
likely to be installed in the district runner and solicitor has a particular ligence cases under the name of 'amNEW PATTERNS AT zsc
A YARD.
to ite surveyed, and if this be true it interest for its bearing on a practice bulance chasing,' has brought descryFOR
IN
ARNOLD BEIGE—A NEW FABRIC
discredit
upon
those
engaged
in
it.
cities
of
ed
common
in
most
big
of
the
is Highly probable that the work at
the country, including St. Louis-, and, in any event, if the views which TANS AND GREYS AT 20a A YARD.
thaf time could be done by the city where, judging from the general sil- have been expressed are correct the
engineer. The fund for reconstruct- ence of the better element of the law denounces the practice as crimiing the streets will be exhausted this bench and bar, it is tolerated, if not nal."
WASH HATS FOR CHILDREN AND GROWN FOLKS AT
When the slang phrase has become 25C.
year, and as the city is not likely to acquiesced in. The lawyers of St.
Louis wlil recognize the application so common that the court takes inBETTER ONES IN
WHITE ONLY AT soc.
vote any more street bonds for some
of the decision to many obnoxious dicial notice of it, the bar is in seriBONNETS IN ALL COLORS AT asc AND soc.
years at least, the work of recon- practices in this city. Judge Bartlett ous need of weeding out. In St. Louis
THESE HATS AND BONNETS ARE ALL MADE OF GO )17)
struction hereafter will be on a much speaking for the unanimous court, there has been enough of the practice
AND MADE RIGHT.
MATERIALS
smaller scale. The contract at this affirming the decision of the court 'to familiarize every lawyer with the
WEIGHT UNDERWEAR FOR MEN. WOMEN AND
LIGHT
possibly,
phrase
and,
of
the
meaning
time may be a bargain, and be just below, said:
CHILDREN, IN A GREAT MANY QUALITIES NOW ON SALE.
"The effect of the decision below is a few judges. Our legislature knows
exactly what the city in course of to hold that Section 74 * * * not what it is. There ought to be in Nilstime may need, but we must not over- only prohibits a lawyer from offering, souri, stout, drastic laws against the
interpretation
look the fact that about 14 years ago or giving any valuable consideration practice and strict
ultimately
and
primarily
purpose
of
thereof;
and,
the
to
desired
client
for
a
Paducah paid $1,000 for a Sit of plans
....World...
to bring suit: there ought to be sufficient courage
for a sewer system and when the time obtaining his claim
upon, but also forbids the lawyer:in the bar itself to weed out every
arrived to do the work it was discov- from paying or agreeing to pay any case of 'ambulance chasing' whet the
ered that the plans procured at that layman out of the prospective profits offender is caught flagrante delicto,
time were worthless and that $1,000 of the case for services in inducing a as is not infrequently the case.
of the taxpayers money had been literally thrown away.
lode door jolted from a pang on the wharfboat. Starr fired at
they fold their hands and gaze with
freight car and hit him in the head. the darky. who ran across the FowThe Register. is not opposed to complacency upon the outrageous
producing death.
ler and onto a coal barge moored
public improvements and indorses conduct of that element and never
Justice Charles Emery yesterday c inside the steamboat The watchthe employment of an outside engi- raise a hand to stop them in their
in this court gave McGlathery-Prov- man fired again, the negro screamed
neer to make the plans and details work of degrading ,a once honorable
ince company judgment for $31.45 and 'leaped into the river.
Star:
for the extension of the sanitary sew- profession. Is it any wonder then
against W. T. Standford and R. L. says he never came up, and he beers because the extension is to be that the press and the public have
lieve. the negro was drowned.
Preacher.
REWOODS
Jim McKinney of the Ragland
made at this time and the city engi- their confidence shaken? Or that CHIEF JAMES
CEIVED
INVOICE
YESsection, will be given a trial SaturWorking Bad Checks.
neer has his hands full with the street they demand reforms? In almost
TERDAY.
Pay in Justice Bleich's court on the
work at present; but it is always a every city of any size are to be found
Chief James Collins yesterday recharge of obstructing a public high- ceived word from several parts of
wise plan to profit by past experi- men with licenses to practice law who
way by building a fence across it
the city that apt-ties were attempting
ences. .
are a disgrace to the prefession, and The Fire of Before Daylight Yesto pass forged checks over the city.
the
than
terday Morning Was a Grist
no one knows that better
HENRY LAWRENCE MAY
and the chief immediately put men
Senator Tillman is still after the
Mill Below Brookport.
members of the bar. This being true,
SUCCEED GEN. I I A LY. out on the trail of the accused, hut
national banks that have contributed
for
grounds
nothing has yet developed in the
where do they find any
to campaign funds, and has introducStrong Tip Is Out That Governor matter. The chief says he cannot do
feeling resentful to any just and mered a resolution demanding a full inmuch, being handicapped with the
Chief James Woods of the fire deHas Selected a New Adjutart
ited criticisms that May be made?
short force of eighteen men.
vestigation.
partment, has received the invoice
and bill of lading for the new
Frankfort, Ky.. April T7.—The
Japanese Watch on Contractors.
With both Platt and Depew to
Doron Claims He Was Robbed.
w heels, axles, rubber tires, etc., be- governor will probably announce the
(London Outlook.)
leave the senate the country at
ing shipped here for use in re-con- appointment of an adjutant general
0. L, Doran, a farmer of Cuba.
By night or by day, whenever an structing the old hose wagon of the and assistant to succeed Gen. Italy Graves county, was arrested
_
large is to be congratulated.
early for
execution
of
order is in course
c'epartment. The new parts are this week
yesterday
morning
and
taken
to
the
the Japanese government, there is coming from the Archibald people
A strong tip is out that Henry city hall. His face and head was
Unpleasant Criticisms,
the workshop is the representative of Lawrence, Mass., where they are Lawrence, of Trigg county. Speaker beaten up badly and he
claims
supervising, testing, reject- manufactured. The wheels have to t f the
The editorial in these columns a of Japan,
house of representatives, will someone assaulted and robbed him
ing all that is not above the slight• stop over at Akron, Ohio, to have succeed Haly.
of $51 in a saloon, but his intoxifew weeks ago on "The Legal Profesest suspicion of defect or flaw. the rubber tires placed on them,
cated condition prevents him from
sion," and which seemed to displease When relieved ty his collegne he
when they will be re-shipped on to
NEGRO DROWNED.
cierignating the place of assault.
based
some of the local attorneys was
does not rush out like a schoolboy this city. It will take a couple of
an
from
relieved
at
on conditions as they appear to us
from school, as if
hundred dollars to put the hose IWatc man Starr Shot At Him
TOM Ross Assaulted.
this time. We pointed out that it irksome task. The twain observe wagon ia first class Condition.
, and He Leaped Into R:ver.
Tiim Ross of Tenth and Bockmoil
has
was high time for the members of the together until the newcomer
• Illinois Fire.
streets, is confined to his bed, as rethreads and can apply
Yesterday morning shortly before sult of benig assaulted by footpads
Yesterday morning Chief Woods
legal fraternity to inaugurate reforms picked up the
himself as minutely as his pre- learned that the fire over in Illinois et: ylight Watchman Irvan Starr of on lower Kentucky avenue
several
that would rid the profession of the
iz.cessor to the details of the busi- before daylight, was a sniall grist the steamer Dick Fowler,' whidi niphts ago. They got
nothing
from
odium into which it was falling by 11CF S.
incorand
Indefatigable
mill and engine room a mile or two was lying at the wharf here, saw a him. His head was pounded up conreason of the conduct of such meg/ ruptible, working heart and mind for
box of jelly s;derable.
below Brookport, and between that tear° carrying wrie
hers who employ questionable methhonor of jaaan. these watchdog; village and Meaopolis. The report
ods in he puisuit of their profet'sion. of the mikado have contributed, un- came here that it was the transfe•
We have nothing to take back, nor seen but collectively, to the over- boat over at Brookport, but this
v•helming triumph of their country. proved to be a mistake.
AU Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
any change to make in our Views.
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
To strengthen the expression of
SAY DEPEW WILL RESIGN.
A Senatorial "Tip."
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRESthis paper on the aubject we have but
ENT ONES PUT IN
FIRSTto point to the fact that the St. Louis
Senator Tillman 'of South Carolina Friends Think He Will
Yield t
CLASS
ORDER.
WE
DO
THE
THE
BEST
STONE
ON
THE
MARKET
for Monumental and
Republic's leading editorial in the is- has gained a reputation as a race
FINEST KINDS OF
REPAIR
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSWife and Seek Health Abroad:
sue of last Sunday was devoted to horse tipster and his "one best bet"
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
URE AND THE/1 RETAINS ITS WHITENESSIdoes not be‘‘ int through yesterday at Benning.
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
"ambulance chasing" alid the methcome dark and discolored.
Albany, N. Y.. April it—The rehe _senalor_is_uar.OnssiOut_Cd. UVOUR CHARGES- ARE ALWAYS
lade Tolerated 'by the bar associations,
T T LET MIC-*1 ELL VOLT MORE ABOUT It
ing picked the winner of the third port has been persistent in legislaMODERATE.
WE CARRY A
and which is reproduced on this page race,'but he did "I am tired of all tive circles today that the resignaCOMPLETE LINE, OF BEAUTIAt Louisville Monday the investi- this hocus-pocus." the senator de- tion of Chauncey M. /knew from
FUL JEWELRY.
gating committee appoitipd by the clared ina speech yesterday.'What the'United States senate will-be reThis "Hocus- ceived at Albany within a few days.
bar association of that city made its we want Is action.
SOLE AGENT, i6o9 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
sone on long enough.- Ike basis of it seems to be the rereport and in scathing language de- pocus," halg
ran of Mrs. ',MEW from Europe
In—
Than-the—
tip!"
nounced. the "ambulance chasers"
agreed the wise ones around the on Saturday for the alleged purpose
and apirealed to the association to senate. A pool was made up
among of urging the senator to resign and
PHONE 77s4..
-take- radical action towards ridding the pages and employes aid a good- go abroad in the hope of recourinia
the profession of all such pestiferous sized bet was sent to Befitting and his shattered health.
Hoctis
gentry, and the association indorsed played on Hoes, Pocus.
SUIT COMPROMISED.
I . locus won at odds of 6 to 1.
the report.
highthe
profession
is
If the" egal
Sold at
Fine photos at unheard of prices. John Countee's Estate Gets $1,000
toned and honorable profession that Riley & Cook.
For His Death—Other Courts.
Gray's Buffet,
some of its .members would have the
Palmer House...Bar,
Boy to Reform School.
E. A.- Lagontersiss'
public believe it to be, why is it that
Wes Troutman, administrator of
John
Countee, colored, has comcriticising
the press' of the country is
Mr. T J. Moore has returned from
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
the evils which it suffers to flourish- Lexington, Ky., where he placed in promised with the I. C. railroad,
Water and Oil Colors,
estate
$2,000
suit
Countee's
the
reform
the
school
the
Bert
Roberts,
the
Many of the brightest minds of
Mottos and Calandere
settlement
brought.
'and
in
which
country, and some of the most hon- little boy ordered confined there for
Framed right up to date in five mina year, for stealing the bicycle of the I. C. paid the estate $r,ouo.
utes time at the
orable men are lawyers,. yet with all Clyde Baker from in
front of the Cruntee was employed as a section
the povr back of them to protect Postal Telegraph office at Second band and while standing beside the
the people from the shyster element, and Broadway.
trrck seven miles out of here, a
•
Bros4way.

LACE HOSIERY.
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CORSETS AT 50c
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202-R

VAL LACES

KENTUCKY FRUITING
COMPANY
121S'4th St.

At 10c.12 I-2c and, I5c a yard
EMBROIDERIES

•

TWO ARNOLD CLOTHS

sumNo

WASH HATS AND BONNETS.

PURCWITHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY•

NEW PARTS FOR
HOSE WAGON

Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
Thi Hut America Lite In:Kane Cs. The Corny teat
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Pdlicy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
I Than any other Compay In the
t

Order your
EASTER SUITS
from

JILIThowsmt
ailor

Room 111, Fraternity Bldg
C. MANNING SEARS, It O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

TIME us

Green River Stone

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.

J. I,. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway._

'First-Class
Watch Work,

PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKE
Prices Reasonable.

J. J. Bleich,i

224 Broadway,

PADUCAH, KY.1

••••

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE-

•
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now.—not what the democratic party
did fifty years ago, or what the red
publican party did forty years ago—
but what they stand for now, and
what do they propose to do now.
"The way to determine this is not
by reading the platforms, but
merely
DANGER
NO
SAYS
GOV. FOLK
by finding out what the candidates
represent; whether they are honest
TO REPUBLIC IN SUCH
and courageous, and whether they are
BATTLES.
supported or fought by special privi- FIRE COMMITTEE LAST NIGHT
leges and the lawless element.
AWARDED ENV( THE
"It is a very good rule to follow,
enemies
the
to ascertain on which side
CONTRACT.
Pftaidingant of Rascals Will Not of the people and of repnesetative
government are fighting, and then get
Ovstedstow Government..-014
on the other side and oppose them
may then rest assured that he
Fashioned Honesty in
The Addition Will be the Same
caimot be far from right."
Politics.
•
Heighth and Width of the Main

FIGHTING CRAFT

THREE DAYS' SALE 0;:

NEW FIRE HOUSE

0

•

•

•

SUE FOR LIFE
INSURANCE

Building and

20

Feet Long.

•...LI{N'SUITINtjSm.i.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY.
Now is the time to think of your linen suits. Warm
weather is nearly here and white suits will reign' supreme the coming season. These prices will show you
some of the great values we are offering on!y for
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. After Wednesday the regular prices will be applied.

At the Banquet oi Missouri State
Democratic Press'* Association at
Contractor George Ingram was last
Kansas City, Governor Fol4c, sp.oke
evening awarded the-Work of conalong the lines of graft and Vaid that
structing the addition to the South.
special privileges-is at the. bottom of
Side fire department house at Fourth
the evil.
and Elizabeth streets, his bid being
Gov. Folk spp4 r -past as follows:
"The life and. tatIMngs 'of Thomas JAKE NICHOLAS FILED AC- the lowest of the four put in, $1.25o.
The contract was let by the fire coin-,1
Jefferson are an inspiratiof ,to the
THE
AGAINST
TION
mittee of the general council.
lovers of liepresetative gotteknment
There were four bids in; the others
everywhere. Jeffersonian democracy
PRUDENTIAL.
being Contractors Nieman, Davis and i
means the rule of the pelvic... not of
Cole, and their figures ran up as high
any class, nor of any clique, nor of
any special interests. Whehever the
as $1,400, but Me. Ingram's being the
lowest, be got the work. The adpeople cease to rule anywhere and'
gangs and bosses govern instead then E. R. Eaton Filed Suit for Collection dition is being built in order to pro4 special
privileges .asure•loorruption
vide ample room for the fire engine
of dsoo Note he Claimed Due
which is to be stationed at this branch
which springs from Weall privileges
house when the improvement is finas a necessary consequence follow.
From C. K
ished. The new building will be an
"Jefferson announced the cardinal
addition the same width as the presdoctrine of true 4eqlompy :when he
ent station house, twenty-five feet,
declared for 'equal rights to all; specand twenty feet in length, on the rear
ial privileges to none.' nis maxim
Jake S. Nicholas has filed suit in of the present fire house. The adexpresses every essential nOnseilt of
the circuit court against the Pruden- dition is to be two stories high and
true democracy. It embraces every
tial Life Insurance Company for colgovecament
Contractor Ingram will start right
*Sod
essential element of
of nsoo insurance claimed doe away with the work so as to get the
lection
has
The phrase sounds simple, but it
him on the life of the late Norah C. work completed as soon as possible.
taken generatioss for men to attain
Nicholas, who carried the policy in
its
of
The fire committee has power to
a practical understanding
company, and made it payable to act in the premises, therefore awardthis
•
wisdom and justice
Jake Nicholas, who says for some ment of the contract to Mr. Ingram
the railroads not being in
of
count
reason the company has not paid the is binding without confirmation by
Definition of Graft.
position to give the Odd Fellow.;
taken
out
was
policy
The
claim.
the full boards, but of course a re- as many special coaches as needed
"Graft in its last analysis is a spec1905
port will be made of letting the con- to bring the crowds coming here.
ial privilege either exercised contrary May 9th,
tract.
to law or one the law itself may give.
The president reported that while in
Sued on Note.
Some special privilege is at the botLouis several days ago seeing
to.
E. R. Eaton filed suit against J. B
tom of every graft. No one ever
passenger agents for the
general
the
a
4 heard of an official being corrupted Smith for Ssoo claimed due upon
Winois Central about running exall.
executed
note
to
Smith
rights
months
equal
to
twelve
give
order
in
4
cursion trains into this city for the
It is always for the purpose of obtain- to E. R. Eaton May atst, tocia. Eaton
interestate gathering he was ining some special privilege for a few. sold Smith a half interest in . the
claims
alid
revival
steamboat Charleston,
SAYS formed that along about the 26th
"An unprecedented political
JOYNER
PRESIDENT
the road would possibly be using
is going on in the United States today this $soo was the balance of payments
SHORTTHERE WILL BE
every available extra car in carryon this subject. The next few years made for this interest. The stetimer
AGE OF CARS.
will be distinguished al•-thd time in was afterwards sold to Captain Frank
tA ing South the thousands of people
going to New Orleans to attend
which the reign of the special privi- Waggoner through the courts.
the
lege is brought to an end and the docConfederate veterans re-union.
Arrangements Committee Will DeWants Divorce.
trine of equal rights fixed in national
this reason the railroad agents
For
MeetPostpone
to
Whether
cide
policies and in the conscience of manadvised President Joyner to postBeatrice Redding flied suit for di3rd.
May
Until
ing
kind. The spirit of reform comes from vorce against her husband, Addie
pone the meeting unt4 May 3rd, as
reflection, and reflection comes from Redding. They married during 180
by that time cars will be on hand,
knowledge of evils and desire to cor- and she claims he has failed to supbetter
President Joyner of the Odd Fel- and then the road can give
rect them.
port her and has also been guilty of
bands
free
acrry
the
and
will
rates,
lows Interstate association, -arrived
cruel treatment.
c!
charge.
the
with
confer
to
here
yesterday
Hopeful Sign in Exposures.
committee
The
arrangements
Paducah brethren regarding the anThere arc some who are appalled
JUDGE NUNN HERE.
buildat
tonight
the
meet
Fraternity
venality
official
of
%,), the exposures
nual gathering to be held here April
and private depravity and are dispos- En Route to Smithland as Witness atsth by the lodges within a radius ing, ,to talk over the matter, and
the advisability of posted to xclaim in a spirit of dismay.
of zoo miles of this city. Mr. Joy- consider,
In a Case Pending There.
0 teniora. 0 mores. To my mind
ner is of Carbondale, Ill., and a re- ponieg - the date. Several of the
the most hopeful sign of the continu'tired capitalist who is now devoting committeemen yesterday said howHon. Thomas J. Nunn. one of the his °entire time traveling around in ever, that they did not believe they
ance of government by the people is
appellate judges of Kentucky arrivedthese very exposures.
interest of the coming session. He would alter the date, as they had
"The atmosphere will be clearer and in this city last evening oo his way went back home last evening at 7:30 made many important contracts for
the body politic cleaner for the stamp- to Smithland where he has been
the 26th. Whatever the committee
o'clock by the way of Cairo.
ing out and cure of civic evils. There summoned to testify in a case to be
decide on this evening will be conWhile
here
yesterday
President
is no secret remedy known for cor- tried in the circuit court tomorrow.
veyed to Mr. Joyner.
Judge Nunn will be in the city un- Joyner laid before the Paducahans
ruption. It cannot be cured by hiding
the
date
of
the
question
postponing
it. When it it known the people can til this afternoon when he will leave
Negresses Fight.
be trusted to apply the remedy swift- by boat for his destination. The of the gathering from the 26th of
ly and surely. The people are awake many Paducah friends of the distin- this month. until May 3rd, on acArnetta Jackson was arrested last
now, and as long as they keep awake guished jurist are always pleased to
a evening out about Ninth and Washthere will be only white lights ahead see him, for while his old home is at
ington streets by Officer Emile
NOTICE.
Madisonville yet he was nominated
for popular government.
Gourieux who locked her up on the
at
holds
for the high office which he
Copy for our next directory will go charge of engging in a fight with
a convention held in this city to name
No Overthrow for Republic.
Flora Guthrie, colored.
this district's member of the court to press Monday April z6th. Notices
not
is
"The punishment of rascals
appeals.
going to cause the overthrow of the of
of changes or additions must be rerecord. of Jullge Nunn on the
The
in
on
gone
republic. If things had
appellate bench has been so emmi- ceived before this date.
the old way when bribery was considnetly satisfactory and pleasing to the
begraft
when
cred conventional and
This directory will contain the
state that it is but natural for
entire
came so common as not to cause comto
district
home
his
of
the people
names and addresses of more than
ment when special privileges were
feel a pardonable pride in his useful
considered right then it would be only
3,000 subscribers. You are commerhonorable career.
a question of time fiefore our nation and
republics
would have gone as other
cially )oat if your name is not listed.
Riley & Cook's Great Offer.
hare gone during the flight of time
3oo,
,
, contract department.
through the ages.
We will for a short time make you I. Call
oldThe
different.
are
things
"Now
one dozen Platinum pictures mount- EAST,TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
fashioned ideas of honesty are being ed in nice folder, for $5. This is the,
applied to the new -fashioned busi- best offer ever made by any studio in
COMPANY.
ness. The command. 'Thou shalt not this city. All other photos at re'steal,' has again become binding. This duced prices. Call at our studio and
Like other commodities, telephone
does not mean socialism which sayi see what we have to offer before service shoufd be paid according to
to another, 'What is thine is mine,' making any engagements with any
vette- .
We have in the efty about 2,800
but it means an equal opportunity ,to other studio.
all to have, to hold, and to enjoy the
subscribers or five times as many as
Photographically yours,
fruits of honest labor and no special
RILEY 8r COOK. the Independent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
privileges to any class to prey upon
times as _many subscribers as the Inthe rest of the people.
The Island Queen Excursion.
The Elks will give their annual ex- dependent Co. Yet we Wiirp ace a
No Longer Bound.to Party. •
cursion on the incomparable excur- telephone in your residence at the,
"The time has come when the peo- sion steamer Island Queen, Thursday same rate the Independent Co. is
ple will no longer respond to mere April zgith at 3 p. m.and II p. m. Good supposed to charge and provide in,
distance facilities
party names. Parties mita stsuut for music and dancing. Positively no im- addition, long
something and 'map something— proper characters will be *owed on which will enable you to reach fifty!
must be a positilkt,teptAtkp mere_ board the steamer. Tickets, adults minion peopleIrgm your home. Call .
300 ,for further inrormation.
negative quantity. whateVer may be soc, children esc.
said of the accomplishment of any
Island Queen Excursion Commit- EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
party in days gone by, the question it tee.

Century Cloth, made like linen, 12 1-2c.
Morotock Lineene, looks like linen and wears like linen, 10c.
Romania Linen Finish Suitings, 36-inch wide, 10c.
•
Zuyoler Lee Lee Linen Suiting 10c.
Embroidery Cloth, soft finish, 15c.
Our No. 10 Linen Suiting, 15c.
Our famous German Linen, non-shrinkable, 34 inch wide, white
and all colors, great values at 12 1-2c.
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GUTHRIE'S

322-324 Broadway.

POSTPONED

•
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BALDWIN H ANO
—
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER,Agent.
PADUCAH, KY.

520 Broadway,
DRIVING

CLUB.

Officers Elected and Arrangements
Started For Business.
The Paducah Driving club has
B.
Robert
elected its officers,
Phillips, president; Virgil Sherrill,
vice president; D. W. Coons, secretary and Ben Weille, treasurer.
George
with
These gentlemen,
Goodman,added, comprise the board
of directors. The board will select

its executive and other committees
right away.
The club owns the new grounds
out beyond Oak Grove cemetery
where they intend starting their
racing track, putting tip grandstand,
shibles, etc. The proverty has to
be drained, it taking about i,000 feet
of tiling to do so.
Thi club decided upon the last oi
Septetnber as the date for the hors!!
show.

WEAR

Lender &Lydon's
50
$3.00 $3.
..SHOES..

1

EVERY ,PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
Paducalr, Ky.
309111rocay,

r'

We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving velu the
middleman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, b., I .aducali
workmen and strictly guaranteed.

4

A

Paducah Saddlery Company

MOM.

I

f

011.

Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets
r

mutestiorzawararyzonterwems

a

ASLA

Paducah: KPntucky.

Embalmer.
A seistant.
w the clerk was a 'wide-awake
Mild, while the man inside began to
Yorker and he satgat one*:
bang on the door and demand hla
"He isn't going to do a thing but give
freedom.
you a pass. You go up and see him."
"Do you hear? Is anyone there?"
So Binkersl, y went up to the offices
he cried. "Let me out at once."
of the railroad company and asked to
"Oh, yes! I am here," I replied.
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
see the passen or agent. The passenger
"And you are there, arid there you
for Sick and Injured Only.
agent had gon t out to lunch.
are going to stay until the police
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nettled
a
in
Binkersley
said
"Pahaw!"
I come."
( Copyright, nos, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
OLD PHONE 699.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
tone. "I came here expressly to see him.
"For Heaven's sake don't be a fool,
<
PADUCAH, KY.
NEW PHONE 334
It was quite by chance that Miss man. I can soon prove to you that it
It is on bust, ,sa that is important to
him. Somethi g relating to the road." Norah Illington Pyin found a place in is all right. bet me out quickly.
Binkersley &ad this so sincerely and our quiet boarding house; and to um Such a lot depends on every moment."
looked so as if he had come a thousand it was a subject for constant wonder
"I can quite believe that," I anmiles, that the clerk, who was a new one, that she remained where things gen- swered, with a knowing smile. "Every
4
asked him in to one of the inner offices erally were so "slow."
moment brings the pollee nearer."
The first night, arrayed in splendor,
and settled him comfortably and offered
"The police won't come, you idiot!"
(Incorporated.)
him a cigar frem the agent's box, and she looked around the room in amaze- he shouted.
Binkersley the Pttle "gent's goods" man ment and pity, and then beguiled us
a
little patience,"
"You must have
General Cartage Business,
sat back in a sx.-Ivel chair and smoked with stories of the style people in our I answered, sardonically.
a perfecto that tasted very strange to station kept up in the west.
"I tell you, man, they will never get
On the second night three of our here, unless you Sena a servant for Superior Facilities for
him, and felt thi.t he was practically one
Office
ladles turned in the necks of their them. For goodness' sake, send some
of the high °Bic als of the road.
y
2nd and Monroe
He sat there i. Ail he was so hungry blouses and wore lace. By the and of one. I am a detective. They will Handling Freight, Machiner
it
he didn't know what to do and then he the week our ladies all apinagad in know me."
is
'Phones
Both
!Cioods.
And
Household
"I can quite believe your last reasked where the reilroad restaurant evening blouses, our hostess introduced
was, and he went down there meaning menus and entrees at dinner, and the mark," I chuckled, "but I am not goto spend at least t quarter on his lunch, kitchen girl was pressed into cap and ing to move from this door even to
but it looked so "ry swell that he felt frills and brought up to help in the send for more police"
,
He then offered to push his credenIt would be sm. - him to spend less Waiting.
Our ladies made still further efforts tials under the door for me to read.
than a dollar, at . • .is what the lunch
By CHARLES BATTELL Loomis
cost him, exclus.ve of the tip. He had to reach her level by wearing all their but I assured him that I was no judge
.,. ,r'Chr..' Americaos,' etc.)
no change smaller than a half dollar, so jewelry and making a *how of every- of forged documents.
Something like a groan came back
he asked the waiter to change the silver thing they possessed.
Jo ,eph 13. Bowles.)
(Copyright, isio5,
One afternoon, after an interview in in reply, and I concluded that my man
for hint, and that obliging fellow
t
which was In our hostesses' private room, a suave, had given up hope of escape.
"Yes, Fir, I'm going to Chicaeo on brought back two con, ers,
Binkeraley polite stranger was ushered into our
And
hint.
a
of
nature
the
After awhile it struck me that Miss
ruburbusiness," said BinkersIsy to a
to midst and introduced as a new boarder. Pym had been a long time away, and
bailee who had stormed ia to buy a pair took it-that is, he gave a -quarter
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the..care of the
Within an hour be had won all on referring to my watch I found that
of glo‘.,ro. "It's qr•te an exrense, but the waiter.
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they prOwent
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fine,"
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After
hearts except Met of Miss Pym.
my wife thin I'll r t it back in health.
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Mr. Gregory and he won't be back until
all out of Close ;tot now. How
With the list policeman she could 524,
to-morrow or 'next day. 'He's called ing quite a chorus of voices said:
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Only one fire then needed an d no dust or ashes in the living
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'it of town."
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and
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e , a philosophileal sod Of Shari
elIng man. "Why don't you get a lain
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"Me get a pass?" said the little etc:. ,. bad had a good Vane,*Id i*teas oily
"we haw a thing or two in the west. (the maid did not believe La the efkeeper. "No, sir. I've always paid my a Prehlde to big buginegg
That evening he took his wife to the If• man comes fooling around, bowinp ficacy of one) hastily presented themway."
"That's all right," said the traveling theater, a thing he had not done since and scraping. where She womenkind selves and prepared for a rush from
man; "but you Iniow them railroad cor- he stopped getting bill-board tickets. aren't young and good-looking. we put the roora as I opened the door.
Both Phew* set. tp Saudi F ourth St.. 325 Kentucky /17•Wtat.
But the rush did not come; and we
porations are reullcss affairs, and if you The theater cost a good two dollars, for • double lock on our jewel cases and
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juin winketh °Mai eye.
passes write the letter yourself, as it will did not seem strange to me then that
-St. Louis Globe-Dritsioerat.
both keys should be on the
If you don't want to break that record of be a safeguard. Good-day."
yours on perigee, you'd better not come up
a
lie heard a roar of laughter as hi
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to my' offire and have a talk with rhe or
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"A very pleasant and jovial gentle- major," said Sties Pym. "while I run of pastime for an author's wife to purErightene4 at first. It looked a little like
4 I shall gt; ;air !bill s.:e. Coal eomes nigh.
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thought Mr. Binkersley.
I for the r3lioe/
. a.threat, Then he handed it to his clerk man."
her garden's eyes;
tiewers
They watch for her alone
i41:ogie smile there lies
Within ,
A beauty like her own;
Their fratrant lids they ope
In Mist at morn to see
Her who e all their hope.
So fair is shirt
Stars are her heaver.'s eyesThey watch her while she simpa
Lilies of paradise!
White pearls in azure deeps!
Fur her their sh,w oudc'etita
Throughout the trarquil niailt,
Bringing the lovely dream
For her delight.
Nor flowers nor stars are eyes
For me. I follow oneHer lover-shadow -wise.
Companion to the sun!
Her eyes, both flower and star.
In loveliness outshine;
Mirrors of Love they are.
Reflecting mine!
-Flank Dt.mpsttr Sherwin. in Smart
Set.
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More Inatxotant
So Couslatent
"Ah! Mrs. Newcomb," said the up-' Mrs. Sububbs—I was cleaning out
pleb Mrs. Subbubs, "my many soda/ silver on Sunday when Mrs. Straitlace
duties have prevented me from calling called on her way home from church.
upon you as I should. However,
Fortunately, though, she didn't find
will surely return your visit some It out.
day—"
Mrs. Naybor—She's very strict about
"Oh! that doesn't matter much." re the Sabbath, isn't she?
plied Mrs. Newcomb, promptly, "but I
Mrs. Sububbs--Yes, She apologized
do wish you'd return the groceries for calling upon me on that day, but
you've borrowed from time to time."— she thought she just ought to tell me
Philadelphia Press.,
that scandalous story about Mrs. Oldday.—Philadelphia Press.
An Expensive Age.
Father (looking over the paper)—
-Prom the French.
More bad news. A hitherto unknown
Dramatist—It's the fl'-'t performfrog pond has been discovered in Cen ance of my play to-night; I feel so
jolly nervous.
ti-al Africa.
Dramatic Adapter—Do you? I never
Mother—What Is that to tui?
Father—What is that to us! II feel nervous about mine.
means that every one of our eight chil
Dramatist—Ah, but you have an addren will have to have a new and re- vantage over me.
vised edition of Highprice's geography.
Dramatic Adapter—What's that?
Y. Weekly.
all your plays
have bees
before.
Pa's Language.
Pleasantries.
"'Of course, Tommy," said the new
He (six weeks after the honey.
adniater. "you believe there is such a
moon)—I suppose you think you were
piece al hell?"
a
fool when you stood up and married
"Yes, sir," replied little Tommy
Rgrdmiui, "that's what pa sez, any- me?
She—Well, I was the next thing to a
how."
"Indeed? What Ohl he mg about it" fool!
He—That's true, or I wouldn't have
"Oh! he don't env anxtlitng about it.
been there.—Yonkers Statesman.
lEls Just sea tt.”—Philadelphis Press.
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CONFEDERATE
DAUGHTERS

A
Reliable
Drug Store
We put only the
purest and freshest drugs,
and exactly the drugs
your doctor orders,into the prescriptions you bring to us. We
never make mistakes—our pre.
ecription clerks are too expert for
that. And we don't charge high
prices-far from it.
We carry many excellent proprietary medicines. Feeling
bilious or jaundiced' Suffering
from constipation, torpid liver,
sick headaches? Try RexaU
Liver Salts.
This is the most satisfactory
we've ever
Liver-Remedy
handled, and we know its
formula. It stimulates
and regulates the action
of the liver and bow-\ els without griping.
Pleasant and effective. Sold
with the
Rexall
guanine
tee.

CALLED 1,TEETING BE HELD
TOMORROW WITH MRS.
THOMPSON'
,

I

reamer island Queen
F.ecursion
Passed Down Yesterday For
Cairo—Social Events.

I

There will be a called nieeting of
the United Laughters of the Con• federacy, at so o'clock tomorrow
'morning, with Mrs. Joseph Thompson of Jefferson between Fifth and
Sixth streets. It is especially, rei
igriested that all members be present
because business of unusual importslice comes be "ore the ladies for attention.
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RIVER RIPPLINGS.

'
•i•

Cairo, 43.5. falling.
Chattanooga, 9.4, rising.
Cincinnati, 28.9, falling.
Evansville, 23.0, falling.
Florence, 6.2, falling.
Johnsonville, 50.9, falling.
Louisville, 9.5, standing.
Mt. Carmel, 17.9, falling.
Nashville, Let, falling,
Pittsburg, 11.5, falling.
Davis Island Ram, 12.2, falling.
St. Louis, 25.0, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 25.9, falling.
Paducah,' 33.2, falling.

There skips out for the Tennessee
r:ver this afternoon at five o'clock,
the steamer Clyde. She comes badagain next Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky will come
out of the Tennessee river totnorrow night and lay here until Saturday afternoon before departing on
island Qt.*:n Passed Down.
her
return trip.
I Yesterday tile excursion steamer
The Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo
i Island Queen arrived here from up
!the' Othio river and laid ii the local this morning at eight o'clock and
!harbor several hours, playing her comes back tonight.
1 fine
The John S. Hopkins went to
caliope, 1,,hich drew hundreds
Evansville yesterday and
comes
!of people to the river front.
The hack again tomorrow.
I
NZI111.-41.•
boat left in the afternoon about
The Joe Fowler comes in today
•••••• -•••
4:30 o'clock for Cairo where today
f.om
Evansville and gets out im!she runs an excursion.
Coming
W. B. McPherson, Sole Agent ' Lack here, she then runs two excur mediately on her return to that
i •
city
•••••••10 mons, one
tomorrow afternoon and
i
The Buttorff comes in today from
the other at night, both under ausClarksville and leaves immediately
i pices of the Elks lodge.
for Nashville.
Lecture On Rome.
The Georgia Lee will not get
Tomorrow evening at the Grace away from Memphis until today,
OD—For U. S. /stir. •
siscopal church parish house Miss en route to Cincinnati.
untharr:ed 'men betweeu
ages or Al ,4tyl j5; -citizens of tire Si.san Temple will deliver a lecture
United States, of good character and on "Rome" under the auspices of e-See-teleteleiets++1-1-1.1-4-4.--tes
tempe.aie imbue who can speak, reed the Church Guild. She will illusLOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF ***
and wOte Eeglisla. For infOrmation trate her talk with stereoptican
apply Aceeelteeruiting. offices, New views taken of Rome while touring
e-l-SS-1-4-1-Seell...eweeeee I 1 tie k
Richmos.e house. Paducah. Ky.
i1 uropc.

1
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DOCTOR CURED KING BEE
Of ECZEMA

GRAND EXCURSION

ISLAND QUEEN

Thursday, April 19
Paducah Lodge No. 217,
B. P. O. E.

HOUSEHOLD
31.-:'".11114ITS
f-eri cd

CUTICURA REMEDIES
POSSESS TRUE MERIT
"My face was afflicted with eczema
in the yam 1897. I used the.
urs
Remediee, and was entirely
am a practicing physician an
often prescribe Cuticura Resolve°
Cuticura Soap in cases of ecse
they have cured where other f
have failed. I am not in the habt of
endorsing patent medicines, but when
I find remedies possessing true merit,
such as the Cutieura Remedies do,I am
broad-minded enough to proclaim their
virtues to the world. I have been prep.-.
tieing medicine for sixteen yeses.,.and
Made from high grade rubber and Sea Island Cotton, properly wrapped
must say I find your Remedies A No. 1.
You are at liberty to publish this letter, and frictioned. They are supplied with an extra hazy treed to resist puncIt. I remain,very truly tures. We guarantee them to be periect in construction and material and
or any
Big
will replace free of charge any defective tire. We are SOLE AGENTS
;err
,
24.
, 19087'
"
P°°
for this brand. We also carry a large line of M. & W. and all etendWill
dres and a complete line of supplies. See our READING BICYCLES
ia
before you buy, they are those so mile an hour wheels and have inor
ords than any other bicycle on the marble.
Troatnseist for every
U you wish a luxury in the bicycle Int call and ace our
thaw from Pimping

Cactus Proof

Police are Investigating.
The police are investigating the
discovery of profuse quantitits of
blood around tbe city scales on the
• %pi es- NCORPORATED. -1 at public lot on Second between Kentucky avenue and Washington street.
Fifth and B•way.
The authorities 'believe someone was
'
i414ti
1).1i Arias'rilbadly cut, but is concealing the fact.
"
,:01 tits:
,
**'
T
•

grad W. WALKER & CO.,

q!' et

.11

•

h,,,rliof

arnaJR
A-THESET,$1.
compote

Is Scrofula
Bathe the affected parts with hot
water and Cuticura Soap, to cleanse
the surface of crusts and scales and
soften the thickened cuticle;an
l,
without hard rubbing, and
y
Cutiours Ointment freely, to
ay
itching, irritation, and inflammation,
and soothe and heal; and, lastly, take
Cuticura Resolvent Pills to cool and
cleanse the blood. A single set, costing
but one dollar, is often sufficient to
cure the most torturing, disfiguring,
itching, burning, and scaly skin, scalp,
and blood humors, with loss of hair,
from infancy to age, when all else falls.
Ma,01Mmoo.
amoolmil al. (1111
son.
°16
.1%.?osisi
Pah Os. rot Ail ofI.we odd

THOROUGHBRED MOTOR cycLEtsil
Prices Just Right, TIM Eisp. Old lispois This
REPAIRING DONE BY MECHANICS.

S. E MITCHELL

1

Old Phone 24511'.
New Phone 743

326-328 S. 3rd St

In a few days Mr. and Mrs. Neal go
on so ,their home in Marked Tree,
TELEPHONE WI.
Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. C F. Adcock of
Stoneington, Ill., are visiting the hatters parents. Me. and Mrs. Vandeveldt of Bockman street.
Dr. Lynn D. Adams and bride, nee
Miss Anna Lake Haynes. were here
yesterday en route to their home in
Smithland from their wedding tour.
Mesdames C. B. Kittinger and J.
NV. CrItlitt'Ind Misses Mary Lamb
and Irene Rogers of Memphis, Tenn. ALL STAR VAUDEVILLE CAST
are visiting Mire Miry Heath of
Trimble street.
BIG VAUDEVILLE ACTS 8
-the
Well-know 'tamping ground
postoffice.
Plenty of Singing and IllasentS•

V. KENTUCKY
TONIGHT

DOYLE WEST
COMEDY CO.

SPECTACLES

That Mgsterious Funny Magician
WOLF ZEDOLL

Prisons: 35-35-90 and zgs.
Sams en Sale Tuesday is a. m.

Saturday, April 21
MATINEE AND NIGHT
FUN—Fresh, Fast, Furious
First Inning to Finish.

EYE GLASSES
erly $1 6o14 RIM
eto
ntud
sod
Adis:toil

Solid bid
$5.00:

ETES TESTED FREE
By Expert Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

J. L.WOLFF,

This is
The

bons

"rry

successful
inenided
Laughing earprioa ell Os It,

Sesseis.

HOOSIER GIRL
A Comedy Drama in Three Acts.
MISS KATE WATSON.
As,"Rosana" suuportsi by the Popular German Comedian, Mr. Gee
Cohan and a Star Cast of capable
Actors.

— )1IFTZt mine. diddien,
Adults. ssc. Night Prices: ac,
Soc. 75e and $1.eo.
Seats on Sale Friday. 9 a.

o
33C,

if
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
327 Broadway.

403T4 Broadway.

Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 1616.

CARRIERS 'SHIFTED.

M. H. J. Shelton Takes Place Vacated by Mr. Holliday's Death.
— e
Mi. H. J. Shelton, substitute carrier at the postoffice, has been made
• -•
a regular postman to succeed the late
at very Dttie above cost.
Charles Holliday, and given route No.
'cleaning time, Ell tr, in place of Carrier Charles Rawlpaint will cotrer
ings, who was transferred from No.
'MuItode Of sins.
This is ii to No. 3, to take the district of
16Wiefelaaiiiilif thus and we are Plostman Charles Williamson, whe
was given route No. 9, which was
Wang
covered by Mr. Holliday during lift.

Good Paint Cheap.

Alicall:a41
Riders 41

Maryland Physician Cures Himself of
Eczema with Cuticura Remedies.
Prescribes Them and Has Cured
Many Cases Where Other Formulas
Have Failed —Dr. Fisher Says:

Eloped to Paris.
—The son of Mr. T. A. Clark of
Miss Birdye Poyner and Mr. John Clay street, had an abcesee of the
Goticen of here, teturned yesterday lung removed Sunday.
$750.00 improved farm near Maxoniirom Paris, Tenn., where the day
—Mr. and Mrs. Andy Williams ••1
Mils, 37 oc,es, ears terms. Apply before- they • were married.
twit lofts Dreg owl Pam ComThs Sixth and %Broadway. have a new L.
613 Broadway.
g.00m is connected with the furni- boy baby.
11r
:
41=111
.1
%.
"
4Pro to Ours l'ortalts Diolgodoi
ilmsloollamp GM Aip.'
ture factory on South Third street,
—Mr. and Mrs. L. Roof havee
:
FOR kyrj3T — Resslence, Ninth while the bride is a very
pretty girl, new girl baby.
and Jailer eel. Telcslione Gen. C. formerly
connected with the CumMessrs R. LT. and L. D. Kevil, the e-seee
Hughes.
rland Telephone rompany. and hour men of Princeton, were here
S.
oseghter of Mrs. 'Mary E. Poyner yesterday looking around for a site
PERSONA
L
NOTES.
•
,HOTEL
l'OR - RENT—Ready
.
of 433 Jackson street.
for a site for the new mill they
II-rushed at Hinson Springs with a
want to start here
telephone. j. H. Long, Hinson, Spgs.,
Kettlar.Coruier.
Miayor Yeiser is muck better
Tenn.
Miss
Bertha Kettiar Of this city
and will be out in a day or two, so
Dr. Robert Sory left or Jackson,
and Mr. George Mathars Conner of
s..ys the doctors.
WirANTED—A boy about fifteen Tiptonville, Tenn.,
Tenn., yesterday.
were married
—Barnett Hill of the Heath seeyears old, acquainted with city. Ap- yesterday
Mesdames Clara and Cora Iseman
morning at ro o'clock at
tie n of the county yesterday morn- and children are visiting in Mayfield.
ply C. C. Lee, 315 Broadway.
the home of the bride's parents in
ing killed the wolf which has been
Mrs'. J. M. Luttrell has returned
Mechanicsburg, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
FOR
RENT — Eight
terrorizing that vicinity.
Roomsd
from visiting in Canton, Xy.
Kettlar.
Rev.
A.
Illten
C.
of
the
house in West End all modern con—The two little sons of
W.
Miss Gene Morris has returned
German Lutheran church ofticiated,
ceneeces.
Frescoed
Rottgering of Rowlandtown, 'a 'day from visiting in Mayfield.
throughout.
and
last
evening
the
couple
went
to
Apply L. S. DuBois.
or two ago found floating in PerMr. J. C. Speight of Mayfield. is at
Tiptonville, instead of taking their
k;ns creek, a cemented jar filled The Palmer.
bridal
tour
Chicago.
to
FOR RENT—Lower apartments
with alcohol, and a human hand. It
Mk. James Dupin of Mayfield. was
of !limn tio3 North Sixth street. groom's newly furnished home at probably was thrown there by some in the city yesterday.
Tiptonville burned last Thlirsday
'GEORGE RAWLEIGH.
Mt. Clay G. Lemon of the Mayfield
physician.
and this necessitinlis their immedMessenger, was here yesterday.
For Rent. Room. Elegantly .fur- iate departure for that city to
Hon. John K. Hendrick goes to
Judge L. H James of Marion. Ky.,
nished Centrally located for two teraighten out things. .
is confined at The Palmer with an Smithland tomorrow to attend ciryoung ladies. Reasonable. Box 96,
attack of acute indigestion. lite is the cuit court.
City.
Mr. J. 1-41. draffin of Calvert City,
NEW MEMBERS.
father of Congressman James.
was here iestcrday and may locate in
•
FOR RENT—Rooms for light Red Men Initiate Large Class MonMiss Mktrjorie Scott will tomorrow Paducah.
huusckeet)ing. Apply 329 South Third
Lawyer Alben Barkley returned
day Night—No Meeting of
arrive from Monticello college of
Eastern Star.
Godfrey. Ill., to visit for a few days yesterday from Mayfield where his
The Red Men's lodge is prepar- her parents, Mr. and Wes. Frank L. wife is visiting.
COMMERCIAL CLUB.'
Miss Emma Draffin of Calvert
.ng for a big meeting Monday even - Scott,.
City. Ky., is visiting her brother at
Borne Good Talks Delivered at OW leg in their hall ou North Fourth
1237 Clay istreet
Hall Meeting—Other Busistreet, at which time a class of
Mr. Phil Wermer, ticket agent of
ness Notes.
about twenty new members will be
the I. C. at Hickory Grove, was here
initiated. The class will include
STEAMER
yesterday.
The open .mgeting of the Commer- Sheriff John Ogilvie
and
every
Conductor J. N. Moore of UM I. C.h,
cial Club was held last evening in the deputy in his
office. and immediately
family, have gone to OwensbIrrei
and
City Hall general assembly chamber, after
the degree work, a banquet
to visit.
and some fine talks delivered upon
ill be spread.
Mr. genry West has go
to Benthe bitterness iturrests of this city.
There will be no meeting of
ton after visiting his Ma
Mrs.
Esther
chapter
Bettie
Soule.
of
the
Estern
Star
Architect 0. D. Schmidtt is workUnder Auspices of
Mr. Samuel Jones of Bi
•
ing Olt plans for a big addition to this evening.
Tenn., is visiting Dr. C. T. Al
the old Kentucky Minufacturing
West Tennessee street.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
company's building nest on West
Engineer E. H. Kelly and William
Trimble stereo just beyond Oak
Burch
of the I. C., have gone to Wick
Superintend
ent
Egan's Son Takes
Grove cemetery The addition will
Leave Wharf 3:oo and 8:oo p. m. idle to attend court.
This 'Position.
cost something like $2,5oo and will
iDutick Botts, of the Hogbe started in_s_seight away. The comReturning ii :3o
wallow Kentuckian, at Mayfield, was
Mr. Edward H. Egan of Chicago.
pany manufactures food and powders
here yesterday
has been transferred to the Louisville
for horses and cattle.
Mrs. D. D. Thomason of Dallas,
division of the I. C. as chief engineer. MUSIC AND DANCING FREE
Tex., is visiting the family of Judge
The Illinois Central pay car came He is a son of Superintendent A. H.
in yesterday and paid off the men, Egan of the disision. and succeeds ELEGANT CAFE — POPULAR D. L. Sanders at Ninth and Monroe.
Mrs. Sallie M'orrow and daughter,
1'. Black who was transferred to
The retail stores downtown kept
liSss Emily, went to Memphis, Tenn.,
the Tennessee division
PRICES.
0
yesterday to visit 'M'r. snMFs.Wóbie air car of the I. C. left yestertrade. , Quite a good business was
Morrow.
ert
day
for
Louisville
to test the train
done 14 tie: dealers.
Mr. Cad Neal arrived here yesterort
in workings of the air brakes. It Round Trip, ADULTS, 5oc, Chil•
day from Chicago to join his wife
has been here for the past ten day,
.Y1C311\ve
dren under 12 yrs.. 25C.
who is visiting Mks. Charles Smedley
Ire closing out our instructing the local road crews.
WIllTE dinins monf girii teamed
at Hotel Craig, Fifth anti jelIerson.

•

an

You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not,buy

TRADEWATER COAL

.Solyou will know where to get9 the BEST COAL for NEXT
WINTER?
Lump:13c, Nut 12c. tw
Both Telephones 254.
cr
Foot of
SOHIO
heet.
Kentucky:
TocorPoratett

Coal Co.

•

1
I

f

